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A behind the scenes look at
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The Art of Reanimating



What is Plants Vs. Zombies?



BASICS

- CollectSun

- PlantPlants

- StopZombies







Yeaaaaah, 
If you could just go ahead and 
make a smash-hit sequel to 
Ŧƻƭƭƻǿ ŀƴ ƻǊƛƎƛƴŀƭ ƳŀǎǘŜǊǇƛŜŎŜΧ

that would be great.



How do you



How do you make the old new again?
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Basic
Pitchfork

Scarecrow



Football Ladder Sprinter







???











Beet Emergency Carrot Spearmint



Sunflower Peashooter Wall-Nut







PvZ1 PvZ2
Illustrative

-Photoshop

-black lines,
varying thickness

-small details

-not optimal 
for animation

Graphic

-Flash

-consistent 
lines, colored

-clean, simple
shapes

-more efficient
for animation
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PvZ1 PvZ2

















Time Travel!



! άaƻǎǘ 9ȄŎŜƭƭŜƴǘέ ¢ƘŜƳŜΗ



! άaƻǎǘ 9ȄŎŜƭƭŜƴǘέ ¢ƘŜƳŜΗ



(Image of Style Guide)
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Key Takeaways

-Figure out the core elements of your game.
Do NOTreplace them.

-Find ways to optimize for the platform you
are working on.

-Choose the right theme for your needs,
not the theme that sounds most obvious.

-hƴŎŜ ǘƘŜ ǇƭŀȅŜǊ ŦŜŜƭǎ άhomeέΣ ƻƴƭȅ ¢I9b Řƻ
introduce the new stuff.





BONUS 
MATERIALS








